Around the
World in 80
Days: workbook

A People Perform product

Choose your flight path
The process is easy. You have 80 days to visit eight locations of your choice based on your
developmental goals.
Each location focuses on a particular developmental goal. Whilst we recommended you
focus on some of the early flights to build a foundation; the choice is yours.
You can take as many flights as you wish, we suggest eight as this is a good total to focus
on given the 80 days time frame.
However, if you wish you can visit other locations when mapping your flight path.
We hope you enjoy this innovative way to approach personal development and have lots
of fun travelling this virtual world.
All locations are on the website: https://midperform.co.uk/flights
For ease a list of all locations are shown in this guide. Tick which locations resonate with
you to help plan your trip.
In the members area (which is also completely free access) we have additional
information and exercises. Contact richard@peopleperform.co.uk for access.

Locations
001
London

002
Brussels

003
Paris

004
Berlin

005
Dublin

006
Bratislava

Creating an exciting vision and
imaging your future self

Making goals a reality and having
a great plan to get started

Creating a bucket list that is pure
adventure

Trying new things and leaving
your comfort zone

Creating more time to do the
things you love

Finding a hobby that inspires you;
or taking an existing passion to
the next level

Locations
007
Rome

008
Washington

009
Kingston

010
Bucharest

Booking happiness boosters in our
diaries.

Reviewing our circle of influence;
and leave what we can't change

Reviewing our finances; now
where we are and plan for the
future
Evaluating what you do
professionally

011
Tokyo

Taking a break from technology
and using that time to do
something else

012
Copenhagen

Making work more fun and
choosing your attitude to your
working life

Locations
013
Warsaw

014
Canberra

015
Zagreb

016
Budapest

017
Amsterdam

018
Kiev

Taking care of yourself and your
own well-being

Creating meaning in your current
role and giving more to others

Improving your relationships
with friends and work colleagues

Improving your relationship with
your boss

Mending and making do and
reducing personal consumerism

Reviewing your career. Taking
time to reflect, plan and build

Locations
019
Edinburgh

020
Belfast

021
Tunis

022
Oslo

023
Mexico City

024
Lima

Stopping or reducing the need to
procrastinate.

Knowing what the best
performers in your field do.

Getting the most from your
business travel; international and
daily commutes.
Knowing what your strengths
and development areas are.

Creating the right work/life
balance for you.

Enhancing the time, energy and
quality you can give to your
family relationships.

Locations
How to enjoy living in the present
moment.

025
Flying Fish Cove

Getting rid of physical clutter
026
Manilla

Approving of yourself
027
Abu Dhabi

A great night sleep
028
Reykjavik

029
Havana

Reading and listening to
inspirational material.

The beauty of being positive.
030
Dakar

